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Abstract – X-ray based imaging techniques (digital 
radiography and computed tomography) are widely 
used in the field of Cultural Heritage and beyond, 
above all thanks to their non-invasiveness. The high 
penetrating power of X-rays allows us to investigate the 
internal structure of the analysed objects, thus 
obtaining valuable information related to the history of 
artistic and archaeological finds. In particular, CT 
provides data that are more significant when objects 
with a not negligible volume are studied. Even the use 
of advanced instruments can help having better final 
data from which getting more information. In this 
paper, we will show the case study of an Ancient 
Egyptian wooden statuette representing a “bearer”, for 
which an upgraded version of the X-ray imaging 
apparatus located in the Centro Conservazione e 
Restauro “La Venaria Reale” (CCR) was used for the 
first time. Thanks to this, much information on the
technique of execution was obtained, especially from 
the tomographic analysis. 

 I.INTRODUCTION 
Radiographic (DR) and tomographic (CT) techniques 

gained increasing importance since the discovery of X-
rays by Röntgen in 1895, thanks to their non-invasiveness, 
in various fields of application. X-ray imaging techniques 
are widely used in the Cultural Heritage field thanks to the 
possibility of investigating the inner part of the objects, not 
otherwise visible, without any type of damage. In fact, 
digital radiographic and CT analysis have been performed 
over the years on different types of archaeological and 
anthropological finds [1-4] and also by means of 
synchrotron equipment [5] in order to evaluate the state of 
preservation and to get a more detailed knowledge of 
ancient objects. In this paper the results of the X-ray DR 
and CT analysis performed at CCR on an Ancient Egyptian 
wooden statuette are presented. The figurine belongs to the 
collection of Museo Egizio in Turin, and the measurements 
have been conducted before its conservation treatment. 
The fixed X-ray imaging set-up at CCR was developed in 
the context of the neu_ART project [6-8] and optimized for 
CT of large artefacts as, for example, furniture [9], wooden 
coffins [10] and objects difficult to analyze in normal 
medical systems, e.g. soil blocks [11]. The works of art 
variability of physical characteristics like material, size, 
shape and state of conservation can be extremely wide. For 
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this reason, an X-ray imaging system should be optimized 
or adapted for specific objects or to a class of objects, 
allowing to perform a suitable analysis on works of art. For 
this specific study, a X-ray flat panel detector with a higher 
spatial resolution than the previous one has been used for 
the first time. It is suitable for small objects, and the better 
resolution is a more advantageous tool in the Cultural 
Heritage field, because of high quality images and 
consequently better interpretation of data. 

 II.MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The statuette, representing an offering bearer (S.8795, 
Fig.1), was found during the 1908 excavation season of the 
Italian Archaeological Mission, directed by Ernesto 
Schiaparelli, in the necropolis of Asyut (Egypt), a site 
situated some 375 km south of Cairo. The statuette was 
part of the conspicuous funerary assemblage of the so-
called “tomb of Minhotep”, which included more 
statuettes of offering bearers, larger wooden statues, a 
model bakery, boat models, as well as coffins, wooden 
sticks, a bow with arrows and numerous terracotta jars and 
bowls [12]. Most of the equipment derived from 
specialized workshops operating in Asyut during the early 
Middle Kingdom (ca. 1980-1900 BCE).

Fig.1. The analysed “Bearer” statuette (S. 08795), 
frontal and lateral views after the conservation treatment. 

The analysis was conducted at the CCR, in a shielded room 
created to house the necessary equipment for X-ray 
imaging investigations. The instrumentation mainly 

consists of a General Electric Eresco 42MF4 X-ray source, 
a rotating platform on which the object is placed, allowing 
the acquisition of multi-angle images, and a Hamamatsu 
C9750-20TCN linear X-ray detector of 200 m x 200 m 
pixel dimension that scans at about 0.2-6 m/min over an 
area of about 2×2 m². Generally linear detectors are usually 
suited for large objects imaging analysis, despite requires 
a longer time for image formation, as it requires a scan in 
motion. Details on the experimental set up and on 
performance in term of spatial resolution, scan speed and 
image quality are given in [8]. For this work, a flat panel 
(FP) Shad-o-Box 6K HS by Teledyne Dalsa that upgrade 
the previous apparatus was employed for the first time and 
placed, at requirement, in correspondence with the linear 
one generally used in CCR’s equipment. Having an area of 
only about 160 cm2 FP is more suitable for small object or 
for part of large objects where a higher resolution is 
needed. As a matter of fact, in this specific case study we 
calculated a voxel (the 3D equivalent of pixel)  dimension 
of 46 μm³ for the CT reconstruction versus the 187 μm³ 
voxel that we would have obtained using the linear 
detector.  To cover large areas it is possible to exploit the 
precision scanning system already present to acquire 
images in different positions (tile scanning). The main 
characteristics of the two detectors are summarized in 
Table 1.  

Table 1.  Comparison of some specifications between the 
flat panel (FP) and the detector for large objects already 

present at CCR (Linear)

               FP                Linear 
Pixel number 2304×2940 2560 × 1

Active area (cm × cm) 11.4 × 14.6 51.2 × 0.2 

Pixel dimension (μm) 49.5 200

A/D converter 14 bit 12 bit 

Energy range (source kV) 15-225 25-200

Scintillator CsI CsI

Image dimension/resolution 
(Mb/m2) 

~800/50 μm ~50/200 μm 

In order to evaluate the potential of this new flat panel 
detector, a comparison between radiographic images 
acquired with the two different set up already described 
was performed. Observing the radiographic images of the 
entire statuette (Fig.2a and b), no great differences are 
noticed between the results obtained with the two types of 
detectors however, going to higher magnifications to 
highlight some smaller details or areas of interest (Fig.2c-
f), individual pixels can be seen in the images obtained 
with the linear detector (the single pixel size is 200 μm) 
and so most of the information is lost in terms of spatial 
resolution of the resulting images, leading to an 
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